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As an analogous construction to inverse senligroups (see [4]), we shall give the free products 

in the varieties of orthodox semigroups and of bands defined by a given identity. However, 

if the variety is the set of ueft, right] normal bands we can describe it in a more useful form 

We shall discuss it in the later half of this paper. The notations and terminologies are those of 

tll and [6:1, unless otherwise stated. 

S 1. Orthodox semigroups 

At first, we shall study the free product in the class of orthodox semigroups. 

Let Si, i e I, be a family of orthodox semigroups, and let S be the free product H*Si 

of the Si in the class of semigroups. For x = xilxi2"'xik, xij e Sij, in a reduced form 

in S, set 

W(x)={xik"'x( x( : x( e V(x..)}9 
12 Ii lj IJ 

where V(xi) ( = Vsi(xi)) denotes ~he set of inverses of xi in Si. If x e Si, it is obvious 

W(x) = Vsi(x) . 

THEOREM 1.1. Let - denote the congruence on S generated by all pairs (x. 

xx'x) and (xlx'lx2x~･･･xrx', xlx'lx2x~･･･xrx;xlx'lx2x~･･･xrx') for x, xl' x2"", xr in 

S and for x' e W(x) and x, e W(xj), j=1, 2,..., r. Then S/- is th,e free product -of 

the Si jn the class of orthodox semigroups. 

PRooF. Let x =x. x "'xik be any element of S. For any element xl =x;k･･-li 12 

x;2x;1 in W(x), each xij is an inverse of xiJ in Sij, j=1, 2,..., k. Then (x', x'xx') e 

- , that Is x - rs an mverse of x - m S/ - . Hence S/ - is a regular semigroup. 

Let e be an element of S and assume that e - is an idempotent in S/ - . For any 

e' e W(e), 

(el _ )2 = (e'ee' - ) (e'ee' - ) 

= (e' -) (e -) (e'2 -) (e -) (e' -) 

= (e' -) (e2 -) (e'2 -) (e2 -) (e' -) 

*) This research was carried out while the author held a Monash Graduate Scholarship 
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= (e' -) (e2 -) (e' -) , 

since e'2 e W(e2), 

= (e' - ) (e - ) (.e' - ) 

= e' - . 

Then e' - is an idempotent in S/ - . _ 

We now show that S/ - is orthodox. For e, f in S, Iet us assume that e- and 

f - are idempotents m S/ - ･ Then, 

ef - = (e-) ( f -) 

= (e - ) (e' - ) (e - ) ( f - ) ( f ' - ) ( f - ) 

=(e-)(e -) (e-)(f-)(f -) (f-) 

since e'- and f'- are Idempotents in S/ - , 

= ((ee') (e'e) ( ff ') ( f 'f )) -

= (ee'e'e_ff 'f 'fee'e'eff 'f 'f ) -

= (ee'e'eff 'f 'f - )2 

= (ef - )2 . 

Therefore the set of idempotents in S/ - forms a band, and hence S/ - is an orthodox 

semrgroup 
It remains to show that S/ - is the colimit of the Si. Let T be any orthodox semi-

group and let IPi: Si->T, i e I, be any homomorphisms. Since S = H*Si, there exist 

monomorphisms ipi: Si~S, i e I, and a unique homomorphism // : S->T such that 
ipill =~i, i e I. 

Let ip be the natural mapping of S onto S/ - , and let vi = ipiip, i e I. Let xi and 

yi be elements- of Si such that xi-yi. Then there exist elements zl, z2""' zn in S such 

that 

x z ->z ->"'->zn=yi, 
where zj->*j+1' j = 1, 2,..., n - 1, rs an elementary transition determined by (x, xx'x) 

or (xlx'lx2x~'･･xrx', xlx'lx2x~･･･x.x', xlx'lx2x~･･･xrx'), for some x, xl' x2"", xr' 

x', xl, x~,..., x', depending upon i, in S. If zj e Sj, then any possible transition to 

zj+1 makes that zj+1 belong to Sj also. Hence, since zl . e S,, we must have zj e Si 

for all jJ Within Si each transition can however replace an element only by an equal 

= zn' and hence xi = yi. Thus we have each vi (=ipiip) element. Then zl=z2 = " ' 

is a monomorphism, i e I. 
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Let x e S and let x=x. x. "'x. be in reduced form in S. Then 

' 11 12 l' 
(xx'x¥ll =(x. x. "'xi.x; ･･･x( x( x. x. "'xi.)// 
¥ ')r ~ 11 12 * t2 Ii 11 12 

= (xilP) (xi2//) " ' (xi.//) (x;./1) " ' (x; 2//) (x; I //) (xil//) (xi2/1) " ' (xi.//) 

= (xil//) (xi2//) " '(xi.//) 

(since ~ach x;j// is an ' mverse of xt //, j = 1, 2,..., r, and it follows from [5, Lemma 

1.3] that x(;.l/)" '(x;2//) (x;1//) is an inverse of (xiJl) (xi2/t)" '(xi.ll) in T) 

= xll. 

Similarly (.xlx'lx2x~･･･xrx'),l=(xlx'lx2x~･･･xrx'xlx'lx2x~･･･xrx'),t for any xl, x2,"', 

xn in S and any x~ e W(xj), j = 1, 2,..., r. Then - !~ po//~ I and hence we can consider 

a homomorphism O : S/ - -> T such that ip0=p. Then, 

vi0=ipiipO ip// ~l' 

for all i e I. Thus S/ - together with the vi is the free product of the Si in the class of 

orthodox semigroups, and hence we have the theorem 

Let Jif be the vanety of bands defined by an identity P = Q. Next, we shall give 

the free product m ~f of a given family of bands {Si : i e I} from Jnf. 

If P = Q is heterotypical, it follows from [3, Theorem 2] that Jof is one of the 

varieties of rectangular bands, Ieft zero semigroups, right zero semigroups and one 

element semigroups. Let ~f be the variety of rectangular bands. By [2, Lemma 2], 

there exist a left zero semigroup Li, say, and a right zero semigroup Ri, say, such that 

Si ~: Li X Ri, for each i e I. We can assume without loss of generality that Li n Lj = [] 

and RinRj=[1 if i~j. Let L= U {Li: iel}, R= U {Ri: iel} and B=LXR. De-
fine a product o on B as follows 

(al, bl)o(a2' b2)=(al, b2) ' 

It is clear that B(o) is the free product of the Si in ~. Similarly, we can easily construct 

the free products in the other three varieties of bands 

So we now consider the free product in the variety of bands defined by a homo-

typical identity 

THEOREM 1.2. Let ~f be the val'iety of bands defined by a homotypical identity 

P(X1, X2, X ) Q(X1, X2,"',Xn)' Let Si, iel, be a family of bands belonging 
to ~f. Let a be the congruence on S=H*Si, thefree product of the Si in the class of 

semigroups, genel'ated by all pail's (x2, x) and (P(xl' x2,"', x.), Q(xl, x2,"', xn)) 

for x, xl' x2,"', xn in S. Then S/a is thefree product of the Si in ~f. 

PRooF. By an argument similar to the proof of Theorem I . 1, we may prove the 

theorem . 
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S 2. [Left9 right] normal bands 

We have given the free product in the variety of bands defined by a homotypical 

identity. However, if ~f is the variety of [left, right] normal bands, we can describe 

it in a more useful form 

Let Ei, i e I, be a family of normal bands. It follows from [7, Theorem 4] that 

each Ei, i e I, is isomorphic to the spined product Lil~~Ri(ri) of a left normal band Li, 

say, and a right normal band Ri, say, with respect to a semilattice Fi, say. Let Li -

~{L.i : oci e Fi} and Ri - ~{R.i : oci e Fi} be the structure decompositions of Li and Ri, 

i e I, respectively. Then the structure decomposition of each Ei is Ei - ~:{L.i X R.i . 

o(i e ri} . We identify each Ei With ~{L.i x R.i : oci e ri} . To construct the free product 

of the Ei, we can assume without loss of generality that Ei n Ej = [] if i ~j, and we as-

sume u {L.t : oci e ri, i e I} =L, say, and U {R.i: oci e Fi, i e I} =R, say, are both dis 

JOmt umons Let r {(ocl)'=1 oc, e r{1), only finitely many but at least one oei are 

different from I } . For convenience, we write simply (oci) instead of (oci)i~r Let B be 

the subset of L x R x F consisting of (a, b, (oe~) such that a e Laj and b e Lak for some 

ccj ~ I and ock ~ I of (oc~. Hereafter, we sometimes denote such (a, b, (oc~) by (.a, b, 

(oci ; j, k)). By e(oci) and f(pj), we mean elements e and f of Lai and Rpi respectrvely 

Define a product o on B as follows : 

(a, b, (oci ; j, k))o(c, d, (pi ; m, n)) = (a ' e(ocjPj), f(ocnp.) ･ d, (ociP,･)) . 

At first, we shall show that o is well-defined. Let e' and f' be another elements of 

L.jpj and R.~p., respectively. Since L.jpj rs a left zero semigroup and Li is left normal, 

we have 

ae = aee' = ae'e = ae'. 

Similarly, we have fd =f'd. Hence the product o is well-defined. 

We shall next prove B(o) is a normal band. Let xl=(al' bl' (Qei ; j, k)), x2 = (a2' 

b2, (p~) and x3=(a3' b3, (yi ; m, n)) be any elements of B. Since L.i and Rai are a left 

zero semigroup and a right zero semigroup, respectively, and ri is a semilattice, i e I, 

we have 

x~=(a e(ocJ),f(oc2) bi, (QC )) 

=(al' bl' (oci)) 

=xi, 

and (x lox2)ox3 = (a I ' e(ocjpJVJ), f (ocn pnVn)b3' (oc, p,y,)) 

= x iO(x20x3) ' 
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and ((x I ox2)ox3)ox4 = (a I ' e(ocj pjyj), f (ockpkyk) ' b I , (oci PiVi)) 

= ((x I ox3)ox2)ox I . 

Hence B(o) is a normal band 

THEOREM 2.1. (i) Let Ei, i e I, be a family of normal bands, and let ri, i e I, 

be the structure semilattice of Ei. Then B(o) is the free product of the Ei, in the va-

riety of normal bands. 

(li) The structure semilattice of B(o) is isom,orphic to thefree product of the Fi, 

in the variety of selnilattices. 

PROOF. We shall use the notations defined above. Let ci: E ->B I e I be 

mappings defined by 

(a, b)ipi=(a, b, (~i)) if (a, b) e L.i x R. , 

where (~i) is the element of r with the i-th entry equal to oci and others equal to I . It 

is clear that each ipi is a monomorphism, i e I 

Let T be any normal band, and let ~i : Ei->T, i e I, be any homomorphisms 

Let us define a mapping /t : B~T as follows 

For an element (a, b, (oci ; j, k)) in B such that only ocj, ock, oc.(1), cc.(2),"', oc.(.) are not 

equal to 1, 

(a b (Qc,,J, k))// ((a c)~ ) ((gl, hl)~.(1)) ((92, h2)~.(2)) 

x ((g~, h~)~.(~)) ((d, b)~k) , 

where ceR~j, deL.* and g eL h eR for s=1 2 ... n. 
* ".(*)' ' ".(.) ' ' ' 

Smce T rs normal and each ~i, i e I, is a homomorphism, // is a homomorphism 

satisfying ipi//=~i, i e I. It is clear that B = 

 , and hence B(o) to-gether with the ipi is the free product of the Ei, in the variety of normal bands. Thus 

we have (i). 

The later statement of the theorem is obvious. 

COROLLARY 2.2. Let Li, i e I, be a family of left norm,al ban,ds whose structure 

decomposltrons are L -~{L.i: ocieri}. Let L= U {L.i cc eF,, Iel} and let r be 

as defined above. Set 

E= {(a, (oci; j)) e L x r: a e L*j, cej~ 1} . 

We define a product o on E as follows: 

(a (oe, , J))o(b, (pi ; k)) = (a ' e(oejPj), (ociPi ; j)) 
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Then E(o) is the free product of the Li, in the variety of left norlnal bands. Moreover, 

the structure semilattice of E(o) is isomorphic to the fl'ee product of t/･re Fi, in the va-

riety of semilattices. 

COROLLARY 2.3. Let ~f be the val'iety of [left, right] norlnal bands. Let 

Ei, i e I, be a family of [left, right] normal bands, and let B togethel' with the mono-

morphisms ipi be the free product of Ei, in the variety of [left, right] nol'm,al ban,ds. 

If Fi is a subband of Ei, i e I, then 

 :~H*Fi. 

PROOF. It is clear that the corollary follows from the structure of the free product 

in Jof. 
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